Minutes from ASP leadership meeting

Date:
September 10, 2014
Present: Emmelia Wiley, Egon Fransen
Absent: Carl Isaksen, Ivali Lennert
Referee:

1. Follow‐up on the Daneborg campaign
Some water samples are obviously missing. Emmelia mail Nix for info. Beside of that the campaign
went well and Egon has sent a feedback template to all participants. Haven't got the response from
everyone yet.
2. Status on cargo home from Daneborg
a) Cargo from Daneborg directly to Canada
All cargo in the list is back in Winnipeg
b) Cargo from Daneborg to Nuuk
c) All cargo in the list is back in Nuuk
d) Cargo from Daneborg to DK
The container from DNB is in Silkeborg and Egon will sort it all out the coming week. Afterwards the
cargo is send to everyone.
3. Deadlines for cargo from DK to Canada (Daneborg cargo)
The resolute Bay cargo are most in hurry and will be send by air ‐ the rest of it by ship
4. Planning 2015
a) Station Nord – status and news from Egon’s trip up there late August. Egon told about the trip to
Station Nord ‐ the possibilities and challenges.
b) Time line for cargo to Station Nord 2015. Depending of the transport solution ‐ more info later
c) Challenges in the logistic planning and resources. Ok ‐ no specific
d) d. Campaigns in Canada 2015. There will be an Amundsen cruise and more
5. Economy – status on the invoices from Daneborg campaign
The invoices from the DNB campaign are expected in November and Egon will sort it out with the ZAC
people and with Linda
6. Any other business
Talked about preparing people and particular students for the field campaigns, so they now more
about what are expected. Teamwork in field and what they are in for.
Feedback
ASP meeting in November
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